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Abstract In this paper we describe an e-Tourism environment that takes a community-driven
approach to foster a lively society of travelers who exchange travel experiences, recommend
tourism destinations or just listen to catch some interesting gossip. Moreover, business
transactions such as booking a trip or getting assistance from travel advisors or community
members are constituent parts of this environment. All these happen in an integrated, game-like
e-Business application where each e-Tourist is impersonated as an avatar. More precisely, we
apply 3D Electronic Institutions, a framework developed and employed in the area of
multi-agent systems, to the tourism domain. The system interface is realized by means of a 3D
game engine that provides sophisticated 3D visualization and enables humans to interact with
the environment. We present "itchy feet", a prototype implementing this 3D e-Tourism
environment to showcase first visual impressions. This new environment is a perfect research
playground for examining heterogeneous societies comprising humans and software agents, and
their relationship in e-Tourism.

1 Introduction

Tourism is the leading market in B2C commerce (Werthner and Ricci ]()M). The number of
online sales is increasing steadily with a large number of successful online booking platforms in
the various areas of tourism such as transportation, accommodation, package deals or regional
offers (Gratzer et al. ] ()fr-l). In addition, the Internet is a main source for gathering information
since an abundance of online services concerning tourism information exists. These services are
either created and maintained by editors, or are community-based such as Usenet groups, Lonely
Planet's Thorn Tree 1 forum or VirtualTourist ;;.,to name but a few.
Even though the number of online sales of tourism products is increasing, people still appreciate
social interaction with travel agents, their expertise and to receive help with impulse decisions.
In general, the trust towards travel agents tends to be more distinct than when dealing with
online tourism portals. Indeed customers feel more secure about booking with people. On the
other hand, fast responses to requests and the possibility of accessing various information
sources on the Internet are important advantages of booking online. Additionally, the personal
experience of others is a valuable good and acts as a guidance for own decisions. Above all,
people enjoy the convenience of making decisions in their familiar environment (Bogdanovych
et al. ;:UOou).
Tourism products cannot be observed or manipulated through direct experience prior to
purchase-they are "confidence goods". An a priori assessment of product quality is virtually
impossible. Hence, customers need to rely on indirect or virtual experience when making their
decisions (Liu ](j(j5). Consequently, appealing presentations of products, e.g., travel
destinations, have always been an important factor for success in tourism. Traditional media
used by travel agents are quite effective in creating illustrated catalogs that provide potential
customers with a significant amount of information and useful tips jazzed up with highly
esthetic photos, maps and much more.
In a nutshell, we consider sophisticated visualization of tourism products, the consulting role of
travel agents, the social interaction and information exchange between travelers, as well as the
information richness of the Internet as being the key features for successful e-Business in
tourism. We are currently developing a system that embraces all of these diverse issues. In
particular, we describe the application of 3D Electronic Institutions in tourism embedding
human support for online inquiries and offering customers an innovative visualization of
tourism products. 3D Electronic Institutions are multi-agent environments where participants
communicate via a predefined language and adhere to institutional rules (Bogdanovych et al.
]()(j6b). A 3D game engine is used for sophisticated visualization of 3D Electronic Institutions
allowing humans to interact with the environment.
Our 3D e-Tourism environment "itchy feet" provides an integrated, game-like e-Business
application where customers are impersonated as avatars equipped with the possibility to
interact with their surroundings in a variety of ways. They can perform commercial transactions
such as booking a trip, or get advice from travel agents that are impersonated as staff of the
virtual office. Potential customers, henceforth referred to as e-Tourists, can gather multimedia
information and experience a 3D representation of the destination they intend to travel to. The
following scenario illustrates the vision of our e-Tourism environment.
A travel agency and an independent travel advisory service constitute the e-Tourism
environment and are visualized in terms of a 3D virtual world. Both the travel agency and the
travel advisory service are located inside a building of the virtual world and designed similar to
their real-world counterparts: offices, furniture such as counters or chairs, decoration, etc.
Elaine, a member of the tourism community and a potential customer, becomes an e-Tourist and
is visualized as an avatar when joining the virtual world. Straight away she starts exploring the

environment by walking through the building and sees a number of other participants in the
virtual world. At this stage, Elaine can choose between entering the travel agency, visiting the
office of the travel advisory service or engage in a conversation with one of the various other
e-Tourists. Since Elaine had requested her software agent to gather information on potential
destinations, she already has a pretty good idea of where she wants to spent her next vacation.
She enters the travel agency. Immediately, Fiona, one of the keen travel agents, cordially greets
Elaine and engages her in a conversation. In course of their conversation Fiona learns about
Elaine's wishes and preferences. At certain points of the conversation, the travel agent suggests
accommodations to Elaine and adapts recommendations according to her feedback. Elaine
shows interest in a particular offer. Fiona encourages Elaine to make a virtual trip and visit her
destination as well as her potential accommodation. She is teleported to a 3D representation of
this accommodation and sees the featured scenic views and facilities such as heated spa and
sauna. The 3D visualization conveys a natural and realistic impression that has finally convinced
Elaine to book the suggested offer. After Elaine has paid, she leaves the travel agency and exits
the e-Tourism environment.
At about the same time, Sebastien, a backpacker currently traveling Bali and not completely sure
regarding the visit of a particular destination, drops by a local Internet Cafe. He joins the virtual
world and becomes an e-Tourist in order to clarify his questions and concerns. Embodied as an
avatar, Sebastien navigates through the virtual world passing by the travel agency heading
towards the travel advisory service. He steps through the entrance and finds himself surrounded
by numerous other avatars, some gathered together in small groups others involved in dialogs.
The environment offers him the possibility to communicate with other e-Tourists, talk to
professional travel advisors or to chat with an independent travel advisor. Sebastien approaches
Seamus, one of the professional travel advisors. Seamus greets Sebastien and offers his
assistance. Since Sebastien is concerned about controversial safety statements regarding his
intended travel destination, he asks Seamus to clarify the situation. During their discourse, the
travel advisor supports his explanations with current news articles and video streams which
helps Sebastien to get a clear impression of the actual situation. Gratefully, he leaves the travel
advisor and strolls through the travel advisory service where he eavesdrops a conversation
between two other visitors. By chance, these two visitors were recently touring Bali. Sebastien
joins their conversation and enjoys an interesting discussion. However, meeting these particular
e-Tourists was not as incidentally as it might seem. Keywords used during Sebastien's dialog
with the professional travel advisor were analyzed in order to adapt the environment to his
interests.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. :2we provide a review of related
work. The design of the e-Tourism environment and its technological foundations are outlined
in Sect. 2. Then, in Sect. :±, we present "itchy feet", a prototype of a 3D e-Tourism environment
that allows interaction between humans and agents in a 3D virtual world. Section 5 provides an
outlook on long-term goals. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Sect. ~.

2 Related work
Nowadays individuals are the product of a particularly mobile and entrepreneurial society. As a
result, individuals are socially constituted and socially situated in everyday business activities.
Preece and Maloney-Krichmar GOOD criticize that the satisfaction of social needs, despite its
great importance, is widely neglected in contemporary interactive systems. A truly feasible
e-Business system that supports business activities can hardly be obtained without taking care of
the social issues behind these activities (Wyckoff and Colecchia 19iJi)). Some operators of
e-Business systems even believe that online communities supporting social interactions serve

the same purpose as the "sweet smell of baking cakes" does in a pastry shop. Both evoke images
of comfort, warmth, happiness and probably even trust. Most system analysts, however, perceive
such systems from a purely technical viewpoint neither bearing in mind the social norms that
companies and consumers comply with nor acknowledging the importance of human
consultancy in a decision-making process.
Our particular domain of interest, tourism, is dominated by rather conservative approaches in
user-interface design that disregard these social issues. A number of online booking platforms
exist on the Internet where interaction is based on form fill-ins and selection from dropdown
lists. As examples, consider Tiscover land Expedia :±. Still in line with this conservative view
but with the goal of providing extensive support to customers, Ricci and Werthner (.~()Ii~)
developed a recommendation system for tourism, DIETORECS, that offers various form-based
ways to interact with the system. In particular, users express their needs by choosing from a
fixed set of attributes represented by radio buttons or dropdown lists. Due to the domain
diversity a multitude of attributes is available, and unfortunately, this plethora of options results
in a dramatically overloaded interface and creates confusion for those who are booking trips. As
a possible way to compact the interface, we suggested to incorporate natural language dialog to
access tourism information. The findings of a field trial show that natural language interaction is
accepted by the tourism community. So the burdens associated with traditional form-based
tourism environments can be reduced (Berger et al. l004).
A current strand of research in e-Tourism is the delivery of content to mobile devices. This is
especially important for on-trip assistance of travelers as addressed in (Nielsen l()(j4). A
multi-agent systems in tourism is described in Yeung et al. (J <;1)8). In this system, agents are
employed to gather up-to-date information from online sources. Another focus of e-Tourism
research lies on the integration ofB2B business processes rather than on the consumer. Chiu and
Leung (lUU5), for instance, have designed a virtual enterprise of independent tourism service
providers as a multi-agent system. An attempt to combine multi-agent systems with 3D
visualization is described in Manojlovich et al. (::1I(j3). The authors propose a framework using
3D game engines in order to visualize military simulations in a 3D virtual world.
Immersive environments such as 3D virtual worlds address the satisfaction of users' social
needs and are complemented with a realistic experience. Virtual worlds support the way humans
act and communicate in real life to a certain extent and offer an environment to meet people.
Such interfaces go beyond the form-based approaches dominating the Internet and graphically
represent the user in terms of an avatar (Darner }1)98). Users are literally in the Internet rather
than on it. 3D virtual worlds implicitly address the issue of social interactions since location
awareness, presence, as well as direct communication are intrinsic elements. Inspired by the
success of 3D graphical user interfaces in application domains such as computer games,
computer-aided design as well as medical and scientific visualization, researchers applied this
emerging technology to new domains (Jain ;}(ji)3; Swartout and van Lent ;}(jli3; Tsang et al.
=:"(j()3). The experiences of using a computer game as an interface to monitor Unix system
processes are described in (Chao ZU1.!1, l(j()1). In this particular case the first-person shooter
Doom is adopted. Other examples are a source code comprehension tool (Kot et al. _;;{jli~~), an
application for architectural design critique (Moloney et al. ]()(j3) and support for landscape
visualization and environmental planning (Herwig and Paar lUi;}).
Quite interestingly, the borderline between virtual and real world tends to faint in current online
games such as Second Life 5.and EverQuest 0..In particular, the buying and selling of items for
the game provide some garners with a notable source of real income (Wallace lU(J5). For
EverQuest an economic study has revealed that the virtual Norrath has been the 77th richest
country of the world in 2000, roughly equal to Russia (Castronova ~()f)l; Cummins }lii)]).

Chittaro and Coppola (lOOO) propose a 3D e-Business environment featuring animated products,
which act as navigational aids and guide users through the 3D representation of the online shop.
3D product visualizations literally move around and assist users in finding the appropriate lane
within the shop. An e-Business environment fostering social interactions is described in
Girgensohn and Lee (:!(j(jl). It incorporates a novel, spatially organized and interactive site map
that provides visibility of people, activities and mechanisms for social interactions.
A vivid area of applied VR research related to tourism is cultural heritage. One interesting
representative is the virtual reconstruction of Leonardo da Vinci's "Ideal City" (Barbieri and
Paolini lOO f). Based on original sketches the city was realized as a 3D virtual world. The main
objective was to provide an immersive virtual experience of da Vinci's ideas and concepts and
to offer users the possibility to explore the city collaboratively. Lepouras and Vassilakis have
realized a 3D virtual museum using a game engine (Lepouras and Vassilakis ~()(J-!). The focus of
this 3D virtual museum was to investigate the feasibility of such technologies allowing visitors
to experience a virtual visit from their desktop computer.
Overall, the design and development of virtual worlds have emerged as a phenomenon shaped
by the home computer user rather than by research and development activities at universities. In
general, virtual worlds are more or less unregulated environments. To exploit the benefits of
virtual worlds interfacing e-Business systems, strong methodologies for reliable interactions
need to be applied.

3 Foundations
3.1 Conceptual design
Bricken identified the shift from a passive user role to participation in the actual design, the
move from interface towards inclusion, i.e., involving participants in the design process within
the environment, and the change from visual to multimodal interaction (Bricken j l)C) f). The
development and research in distributed gaming environments as well as in computer-mediated
collaborative design identified the need of dynamic generation of virtual worlds from design
specifications. For example, Smith et al. (:!003) changed static 3D virtual worlds into adaptable
worlds by incorporating agents as the basis for representing the world's elements. The emphasis,
however, was put on the software side, i.e., the society of agents, rather than on the
heterogeneous society of humans and agents. Contrary to that, we concentrate on the latter issue
and describe design considerations for our environment in order to address such heterogeneous
societies.
-

We consider two types of participants, namely humans and agents as shown in Fig. 1 -. An
agent is either controlled by a human or acts autonomously. In the first case, the human is the
principal of its agent. The couple principal/agent is represented as an avatar in the 3D virtual
world. However, in case of autonomously acting agents, their visual representation depends on
their task. In other words, a human-like representation is not necessarily appropriate.
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Fig. 1 Interrelationship between humans, agents and avatars

Human and agent cooperate in order to collaboratively achieve a certain goal. This ranges from
delegating simple tasks such as information gathering to complex ones as, for instance,
participating in an auction. However, it is envisioned to provide intelligent mechanisms to
extend the interaction between humans and agents. Consider an agent providing context-aware
and location-dependent advices to a human in terms of machine-augmented intelligence
comparable to augmented reality in virtual environments. The agent might learn from its
principal to make proper decisions and might assist the human in learning the rules that apply in
the environment. Additionally, a human might be advised by her agent about the consequences
of certain actions by compiling information obtained from external information sources.
Behavior patterns of other participants in specific situations might be observed in order to derive
solutions for current tasks.
As Maes and Nardi (l9R8) point out, a system is "causally connected" to its representation when
the following facts apply: firstly, whenever the representation of a system is changed, the system
itself has to change as well. Secondly, whenever the system evolves, its representation has to be
modified in order to maintain a consistent relationship. The middleware causally connects the
multi-agent system with its visualization, cf. Fig. _L. The execution of the multi-agent system
itself is represented in terms of a 3D virtual world consisting of avatars, rooms, doors and other
graphical elements. So the causal connection needs to materialize in two directions. Messages
sent by the agent in the multi-agent system have immediate impact on the 3D representation.
Actions performed by the human in the 3D virtual world are translated to messages sent by the
agent. As an example, consider Elaine's attempt to open the door. This triggers a sequence of
messages that, eventually, results in granting or denying access to the building. These messages
are symbolized as arrows in Fig.l, Her action causes a validation check in the multi-agent
system and, consequently, its outcome is represented in terms of an open or closed door.
Besides ensuring the causal integrity, it is important to guarantee that participants adhere to
regulations of the environment. In fact, we distinguish two security levels; the societal and the
technological level. On the societal level, we provide mechanisms to prevent malevolent
behavior of participants. This includes an abuse reporting service, where offenses are collected,

analyzed and, if necessary, appropriate sanctions are being imposed. To maintain the
functionality of the environment and prevent, for instance, participants from deliberately
blocking doors, members of an executive authority will monitor the participants' behavior and
intervene if necessary. On the technological level, agents are authenticated with the system by
means of digital certificates.
Appropriate user interface design is crucial for sophisticated human-computer interaction,
which especially applies to 3D virtual worlds. Such interfaces are designed to emulate the way
humans operate and interact in the real world. More precisely, 3D virtual worlds aim at
combining the use of space with an immersive experience in order to construct a usable virtual
representation of a particular application domain. Space and objects in space are used to model
different impressions. Proximity of things could indicate that they belong to the same group or
are of a similar type. A particular role of a participant in the virtual world might be represented
by means of a specific outfit. To address this issue we introduce the avatar representation code
that allows the perception of visual cues associated to the roles of participants. This
representation code accommodates the preferred avatar visualization including its gender,
physique, outfit, gestures and other specifics. However, some attributes cannot be personalized
since they express distinct characteristics of a particular role. Consider an example from the
tourism domain. The visualization of a travel agent is constrained such that the avatar needs to
be dressed in a specific workwear. Since an avatar can either be controlled by a human or an
agent, this aspect has to be made obvious by means of an explicit visual cue.
Virtual worlds visualized in 3D are environments where people meet. Communication and
interaction between participants are central in these environments. Smith et al. (.2()03) point out
that these environments have to provide appropriate mechanisms that enable users to
communicate and encourage social interactions. Participants, either humans or software agents,
interact via a text-based chat facility for synchronous communication. Asynchronous
communication is addressed by an instant messaging service.

3.2 3D Electronic Institutions
Multi-agent systems have proven to be a suitable paradigm for modeling environments that are
composed of many autonomous individuals. In order to develop complex multi-agent systems,
sophisticated methodologies supporting the entire development life cycle including design,
analysis and deployment are needed (Iglesias et al. J 99/;', Jennings et al. 19(8). Methodologies
that distinguish between the social (macro-level) and agent (micro-level) aspects of the system
are preferable. However, considerable research efforts take an agent-centered view while
ignoring social aspects of individual participants. So, most research concentrates on the
development of theories, languages and methodologies whereof MADKIT .0., Gaia (Wooldridge
et al. ZQ.Q(!J and Electronic Institutions (Esteva 2JLQ:D are prominent representatives. Note that
we have chosen the methodology of Electronic Institutions for realizing the multi-agent system
of our 3D e-Tourism environment.
3D Electronic Institutions combine the two paradigms of Electronic Institutions and 3D virtual
VI '0 rids while retaining the features and advantages of both. An electronic institution is an
environment populated by agents that interact according to predefined conventions on language
and protocol. Furthermore, Electronic Institutions guarantee that certain norms of behavior are
enforced. This permits that agents behave autonomously and make their decisions within the
limits imposed by the set of norms of the institution (Esteva et al. JO()!). 3D Electronic
Institutions broaden this view and are environments that enable humans to participate in a
heterogeneous society of individuals visualized in a 3D virtual world. The essence is to
transcend the agent-centered view on Electronic Institutions, take a human-centered perspective

and concentrate on the relationship between humans and agents in the amalgamation of the two
paradigms.
Basically, 3D Electronic Institutions are built according to a three-layered architecture
(Bogdanovych et al. ]()(jtj}j). The system architecture following this framework is depicted in
Fig. 2. The first layer hosts the runtime environment AMELI for arbitrary Electronic Institutions.
These institutions are specified with ISLANDER (Esteva et al. ](){j]), a UML-like editor that
verifies the institution with respect to integrity, protocol correctness and norm correctness. Both,
AMELI and ISLANDER, are part of the electronic institution development environment, EIDE '2
. AMELI loads an institution specification and mediates the interaction of agents while
enforcing institutional rules and norms. To execute an electronic institution, AMELI is launched
up-front and agents can join the institution by connecting to the runtime environment.
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Fig. 2 The three-layered architecture of 3D Electronic Institutions

The second layer contains the Causal Connection Server that causally connects the Electronic
Institutions' runtime environment AMELI with the 3D virtual world at the third layer. Note that
in this exposition the terminology of Electronic Institutions is adopted. Scenes are activities
following a structured dialog that agents can engage in. Each participating agent adopts a
specific role that determines its possible actions in a particular scene. Transitions control the
flow of agents between scenes according to their role.
An arbitrary event, e.g., a mouse click on a door handle, caused by a human leads to a sequence
of processing steps. Firstly, the event is caught by the user interface and transmitted in terms of a
2-tuple < Ava tar ID, Even t > to the Causal Connection Server. Then the event tuple is
stored in the Event Queue which is observed by the Event Monitor. As soon as the event monitor
notices the arrival, it translates the event by means of the Event/Message mapping table into the
corresponding message. In analogy to that, the AvatarID is mapped onto the AgentID, this time
though, by means of the AvatarID/AgentID mapping table. A 2-tuple < AvatarID,
Event
> is composed and stored in the Message Queue. This time the Message Monitor detects the
arrival and sends it to the corresponding agent using the Communication Facility. The agent

sends the message and the state of the electronic institution changes. AMELI validates whether
the received message adheres to the institutional rules and generates an adequate response.
Messages, however, originating from AMELI need to be reflected in the virtual world and are
processed in exactly the opposite way.
The institution monitor provides an interface to AMELI, which allows the observation of all
messages within a single electronic institution. More precisely, the Causal Connection Server is
connected to a socket provided by the institution monitor, and collects available messages.
These messages assist in maintaining the synchronized and consistent relation between the 3D
virtual world and the electronic institution. Since more than one electronic institution might be
executed at one time, the federation monitor keeps track of all Electronic Institutions.
Humans connect to the system via a graphical interface. Consequently, a message is sent via the
Causal Connection Server using the agent launcher that, in tum, spawns a new agent. This agent
represents the human at the electronic institution level. Note that Elaine's interface corresponds
to Agent 1 and Sebastien's interface is connected to Agent 2 in Fig. ~. Each agent participating
in an electronic institution communicates via a Governor. The Governor serves the purpose of
safeguarding the institution, i.e., it checks whether a particular message is allowed to be sent at
the current state or not. Agents that are not controlled by humans contact AMELI directly. Each
agent requests access and, if granted, communicates via a Governor as well. Consider, for
example Agent 3. This particular agent is not controlled by a human, i.e., it is not required to
visually represent the agent for its own sake. However, if it is necessary for humans to interact
with this agent, it needs to be visualized as well. In this case, the Causal Connection Server
generates a representation based on the messages obtained via the institution monitor.
The third layer of the 3D Electronic Institutions' architecture contains the user interface. The UI
wrapper component controls the flow of messages between the user interface layer and Causal
Connection Server. We refer to the next section for the current realization of the 3D e-Tourisrn
environment including the user interface.

4 The 3D e-tourism environment "itchy feet"
The role model for our e-Tourism environment "itchy feet" is the concept of massively
multi-user online role-playing games (MMORPGs). Every day, millions of users interact,
collaborate, socialize and form relationships with each other through avatars in such online
environments (Yee 20(6). We address the aspect of social interaction by providing instruments
to interact and exchange experiences with other customers that go beyond the possibilities of
conventional text-based chat rooms. "Itchy feet" offers sophisticated visualization of tourism
products, integrates travel agents and enables access to the information richness of the Internet.
We have conducted an evaluation of several commercial and non-commercial 3D game engines
whereof the Torque Game Engine by GarageGames 0 was the most adequate. This particular
game engine runs on all major operating systems. It provides a comprehensive set of design and
development tools including a World Editor, a GUI Editor and a Terrain Editor, which assist
perfectly during the creation of arbitrary games. Moreover, it offers multi-player network code,
seamless indoor/outdoor rendering engines, state-of-the-art skeletal animation, drag and drop
GUI creation, and a C-like scripting language. For a smooth execution, Torque requires on the
Macintosh platform a G4 processor, 128 MB RAM with an OpenGL compatible 3D graphics
accelerator card. In addition to that and unlike most commercial game engines, the source code
of the engine is distributed as part of the low cost royalty-free licensing policy, which facilitates
the creation of the 3D e-Tourism environment.

A simplified specification of the electronic institution "itchy feet" is shown in Fig. }. It consists
of five scenes represented as nodes in the graph including Entry Point and Exit. Scenes are
connected via one or more transitions. In this particular case, "itchy feet" is accessed via the
Travelers' Lounge. The travel advisory service and the travel agency are connected to the
Travelers 'Lounge. Participants exit "itchy feet" through the Travelers' Lounge.
Travel Advisory Sec/ice

Fig. 3 A simplified specification of the Electronic Institution "itchy feet"

This specification is used to manually generate a floor plan of the e-Tourism environment, see
Fig. ±. We have developed an algorithm to automate the floor plan generation from Electronic
Institutions' specifications (Bogdanovych and Drago ]()()6). In a straightforward approach,
scenes are mapped onto rooms, transitions between scenes are represented as doors restricting
the access between scenes. Note that transitions are directed and, hence, two doors are needed to
bidirectionally connect adjacent rooms. The maximum number of participants per scene
determines the size of each room. This institution is already fully functional, i.e., all institutional
norms are imposed, agents are free to join the environment, interact and engage in
conversations.

Travel Agency
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Travel Advisory
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Fig. 4 Corresponding floor plan of "itchy feet"

Based on the floor plan we modeled a 3D virtual world that constitutes the user interface of the
e-Tourism environment "itchy feet". This representation allows to integrate important aspects of
e-Tourism into a single framework. For instance, there is a designated area, the travel agency,
where travel agents conduct business transactions such as selling a holiday package. In this area
the actual negotiation process takes place.
The travel advisory service mainly serves information gathering and visualization purposes.
Agents are responsible to render this area information-rich. They access external, disparate
information sources, aggregate the collected information, and present the material as an integral
part of the environment. This information material ranges from highly reputable independent
information sources of, say, the Lonely Planet type, over advertising brochures of tour operators
to sometimes perhaps questionable resources from the Internet. Additionally, e-Tourists may
travel to destinations that are represented in 3D. This may range from Google Earth U type
presentations to virtual tours along, say, a particular slope in a skiing resort.
The Travelers' Lounge provides room for meeting other e-Tourists, The embodiment of
e-Tourists as avatars in the 3D virtual world creates exceptional opportunities to involve people

in social interactions just by the fact of their presence. Being aware of someone' s position and
line of sight allows observing the environmental context of each particular e-Tourist. The
presence of others creates a more open and a less formal environment where people are more
likely to engage in conversations if they perceive the social context. This may range from
discussions with other e-Tourists, exchanging information about destinations, sharing personal
travelogs and experiences, to visiting game zones or discussion groups. The goal is to foster the
growth of a community feeling among the members of "itchy feet" where a particular person
visits not only for travel booking but also for enjoying the interaction with other people.
However, according to Nonnecke and Preece (~()(j(}), recent reports indicate that lurkers make up
over 90% of online groups. Invisibility of participants, as it is possible in most web-based
forums, is not an issue in "itchy feet". However, people may still stand around inactively not
talking to anybody. In order to lure out these lurkers and encourage active participation in the
e-Tourism community, we introduce several counteracting methods. Firstly, a special tutorial
area for newcomers and newbies, the technically challenged or the shy, helps to get to know the
environment and to establish first social contacts. Secondly, the level of active participation
within the community will be monitored and, in case of long-lasting inactivity, special animators
are provided by the environment. The task of these animators is to engage passive members in
conversations, ask if they need assistance, provide pointers and hints regarding their interests,
and so forth. Thirdly, each participant has the possibility to explicitly communicate her
particular "quest" by attaching a visual cue to her avatar. Pragmatically speaking, the concept of
"quest" is borrowed from the area ofMMORPGs where participants may indicate, say,
"Looking for work" or "Looking for friend" by means of a textual label hovering above her
avatar's head. In the context of "itchy feet", this might range from simple statements such as
"Looking for information" to specific ones such as "Kazakhstani visa regulations for Spaniards".
We argue that the exchange of real-life experiences provides up-to-date information which is
more complete and more personalized than any available guidebook. This claim is supported by
the findings of the study described in Schwabe and Prestipino (J()05) which assessed the quality
of information available from online travel communities compared to commercial guidebooks.
With that in mind and inspired by MMORPGs, we introduce reward mechanisms for competent
and helpful members of the community sharing their travel experiences. Firstly, to show
appreciation for their active participation and, secondly, to tie them to the online platform in
order to establish long-term customer relationships. As an example, an e-Tourist might receive a
gift for repeatedly providing informative travelogs. The usefulness of the travelog is assessed by
other participants of the community.
Godwin (I Y9-1) points out that online communities need to provide durable records of the
history ofthe community members. This encourages the development of reputations, which can
be a vital source of social information and control. The participant's reputation is influenced by
the amount of helpful tips or travelogs provided. This may alter the look of the avatar to make it
visually obvious to other customers that this person is a valued e-Tourist with expertise in, say,
traveling Queensland, Australia. Weare well aware that such reputation mechanisms might be
the target of manipulation. An interesting approach to prevent exploitation is implemented in
Second Life where the act of rating other participants incurs costs.
It is important to understand that the purpose of the e-Tourism environment goes beyond the
traditional "just selling trips" business. In fact, the agent stays in contact with the human during
her travel-even at a time when the human is not actively participating. It remains proactive and
collects potentially useful information based on the e-Tourist's profile. The agent provides tips
and pointers to, e.g., local events in the travel region or sends recently gained information. As
on-trip assistance, the information can easily be transmitted to the traveler by means of SMS or
e-mail communication and alike.

The user interface of our 3D e-Tourism environment "itchy feet" is presented in Figs. 2. and §.. It
is visualized in terms of a 3D representation of a building surrounded by a grassy area. As soon
as an e-Tourist enters the e-Tourism environment she is impersonated as an avatar and
positioned somewhere near the premises of "itchy feet". In this particular case, Fig. 2 depicts the
view of Elaine. The appearance of Elaine's avatar is guided by the preferences kept in her
profile. Moreover, the profile stores information on her travel likings, special interests and
maintains a history of interactions she made during previous sessions. Elaine interacts with the
environment via mouse and keyboard. The mouse is used to change the viewpoint and to trigger
events such as opening doors, selecting other participants, etc. If the mouse is pointed towards
an avatar, the individual's name as well as her interests are displayed in a transparent bubble. In
this case, Elaine points her mouse on Francesca and reveals that she is interested in
backpacking, skiing and traveling Asia. The lower left area of the interface features the
interaction module, i.e., the Communicator. This module allows to chat with other e-Tourists
including agents, to obtain messages regarding the status of the environment, e.g., number of
participants, to receive news from the maintainer of the e-Tourism environment, and to send and
receive mail. Additionally, the Communicator is used to change the appearance of the avatar.
This is accomplished by clicking on the little figure to the right of the Communicator window
which opens the repository of available avatars and accessories such as clothes, bags,
headdresses or gestures.

Fig. 5 The entrance to the premises of "itchy feet"

Fig. 6 The Travelers' Lounge of "itchy feet"

The premises of "itchy feet" is accessed via the main entrance located beneath the "itchy feet"
sign, cf. Fig. 2. The interior contains different areas including a room for conducting business

such as booking trips or auctioning, an area for information gathering and information exchange,
a section devoted to gaming as well as a community area, the Travelers' Lounge as shown in
Fig. 0.. This area enables e-Tourists to engage in conversations, talk about experiences they got
during their travel, recommend or dissuade particular tourism destinations or just enjoy a relaxed
get-together with other "travel addicts". In this particular case, Fig. 0. depicts the view of
Sebastien, impersonated as an avatar, on the Travelers' Lounge. Besides Sebastien, a number of
other visitors are present, some engaged in a conversation or about to join, others just waiting
and observing the scene. The two video walls in the rear of the room are visual representations
of agents. In this scene, the agents deliver information about particular travel destinations based
on the requests of e-Tourists standing in front of the video walls.

5 Outlook
The principal goal of "itchy feet" is to support the complex interaction patterns of providers and
consumers in an e-Tourism setting. In particular, these providers and consumers, either humans
or software agents, are members of a heterogeneous society cohabiting in a multi-agent based
3D virtual environment. This environment provides visualization of and interaction with tourism
products, support tourism business activities and provide the grounds for a lively tourism
community that fosters social interaction and the exchange of personal experiences. This
principal goal subsumes three sub-goals:
1. Provide a 3D e-Tourism environment for providers and consumers that enables versatile
interaction between participants including the trade in tourism products.
2. Provide a 3D e-Tourism environment that becomes a community facilitator to create
and establish a lively and sustainable community involving both, providers and
consumers.
3. Provide a 3D e-Tourism environment that is information-rich and multimedia-based to
offer transparent and unified access to disparate information sources.

As a result we will obtain an instrument that allows to examine a broad set of research questions
in the areas of e-Tourism, human-computer interaction, multi-agent systems and online
communities:
1. From an economic perspective, we will be able to analyze the implications of such 3D
virtual environments on "real-world" tourism business. This will enable the deduction
of trends and clues as to how the markets and interests might evolve. This evolution is
not limited to the tourism business. We anticipate the participation of additional
business branches in the e-Tourism environment, such as outdoor gear retailers, with a
more or less close relationship to the core domain of tourism.
2. Since trust towards commercial transactions is integral for successful online business,
we will be able to examine how and to which extent the participation in a regulated 3D
virtual business environment can influence this issue.
3. The innovative approach of marrying 3D gaming technology with electronic business
allows to investigate the extent to which gaming technology can elevate the interaction
with "serious" e-Commerce applications to a social, joyful and playful experience.

4. We will be able to investigate the effects of cohabitation of humans and agents forming
a mixed society in an e-Commerce setting. This will enable the investigation of
completely new aspects of online communities emerging in such environments,
including the possibility to research social as well as business networks.

Since "itchy feet" is a radically new approach in e-Tourism, we are well aware of the necessity
to evaluate the environment. To this end, we adopt a methodology for user-centered design and
evaluation of virtual environments that comprises four phases (Gabbard et al. 199\J). The first
phase, i.e., the user task analysis, is about to be completed. Its purpose is to identify a complete
description of tasks, subtasks, and methods that are required to interact with the system. This
ranges from the description of universal tasks such as travel, object selection and manipulation,
to specialized ones such as bargaining (Bowman et al. ]()()JJ We expect to derive important
clues on the sequences, relationships and interdependencies of these tasks. This will impact the
complete application development life cycle including the usability design and evaluation. In the
second phase an expert guidelines-based evaluation will be conducted. This usability inspection
aims to uncover potential usability problems by comparing our user interaction design to a set of
design guidelines specifically for virtual environments. A handful of user interaction design
experts will perform an analytical evaluation of the interface and assess "itchy feet" by
determining which usability guidelines it follows or violates. As a result we will obtain
recommendations to improve the design which will lead to a revised version of the system. The
third phase, i.e., the formative user-centered evaluation, comprises an empirical and
observational evaluation that ensures usability of interactive systems by including users early
and continually throughout the development process. Again, usability experts will be responsible
to carry out this evaluation phase which aims to improve the design by observing users
performing tasks which were identified during phase one. The third phase is carried out
iteratively. In the final phase, i.e., the summative comparative evaluation, an empirical
assessment of our interaction design in comparison with other interaction designs for performing
the same user tasks is carried out. This evaluation will be performed with the more or less final
prototype of "itchy feet". The purpose of this step is to statistically compare user performance
with different interaction designs. To this end, a particular interaction design is defined to be
better in advance and, subsequently, it is compared to the new design. In a nutshell, this
evaluation phase can be seen as an experimental evaluation with users comparing two or more
configurations of user interface components, interaction paradigms or devices, etc. This
methodology will support the assessment and iterative improvement of the user interaction
design of "itchy feet".

6 Conclusion
Tourism has illustrated how the Internet can change the structure of an entire industry and, in the
process, create new business opportunities. The development of more specialized services and
further consumer integration will lead to smart marketplaces integrating all stakeholders.
However, current e-Tourism applications are dominated by rather conservative approaches in
user-interface design. Considering the current success ofMMORPGs on the one hand, and the
growing market share of tourism products being bought online on the other hand, the
combination of entertainment and business has the potential of creating enormous synergies for
e-Tourism.
Therefore, we argue that appealing visualization of tourism products, the consulting role of

travel agents, the social interaction and information exchange between travelers, as well as the
information richness of the Internet are the key features for successful e-Business in tourism.
With "itchy feet" we are developing a system that embraces all of these diverse issues. This
e-Tourism environment follows a community-driven approach to foster a lively society of
travelers who exchange travel experiences, recommend tourism destinations or just listen to
catch some interesting gossip. Moreover, business transactions such as booking trips or getting
advice from human travel agents are constituent parts of this environment. All this happens in an
integrated, game-like e-Business application where each e-Tourist is impersonated as avatar.
More precisely, we applied 3D Electronic Institutions, a framework developed and employed in
the area of multi-agent systems, to the tourism domain. The system interface is realized by
means of a 3D game engine that provides 3D visualization and enables humans to interact with
the environment. We have showcased first visual impressions of "itchy feet". This new
environment opens a playground for exciting research to examine the collaboration in
heterogeneous societies comprising both humans and agents and investigate their relationship in
e-Tourism.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe all e-Tourism environment that takes a community-driven
approach to foster a lively society of travelers who exchange travel experiences, recommend tourism destinations or just listen to catch some interesting gossip. Moreover,
business transactions such as booking a trip or getting assistance from travel advisors
or community members are constituent parts of this environment. All this happens in
an integrated. game-like e-Business application where each e-Tourist is impersonated
as an avatar. More precisely, we apply 3D Electronic Institutions, a framework developed and employed in the area of multi-agent systems, to the tourism domain. The
system interface is realized by means of a 3D game engine that provides sophisticated
3D visualization and enables humans to interact with the environment. We present
"itchy feet", a prototype implementing this 3D e-Tourism environment to showcase
first visual impressions. This new environment is a perfect research playground for
examining heterogeneous societies comprising humans and software agents, and their
relationship in e-Tourism.

1

Introduction

Tourism is the leading market in B2C commerce (Werthner and Ricci, 2004). The number of
online sales are increasing steadily with a large number of successful online booking platforms
in the various areas of tourism such as transportation,
accommodation, package deals or
regional offers (Gratzer et al., 2004). In addition, the Internet is a main source for gathering
information since an abundance of online services concerning tourism information exists.
These services are either created and maintained by editors, or community-based such as
Usenet groups, Lonely Planet's Thorn Tree' forum or Virtuci'Tourisi', to name but a few.
Even though the number of online sales of tourism products is increasing, people still
appreciate social interaction with travel agents, their expertise and to receive help with
impulse decisions. In general, the trust towards travel agents tends to be more distinct than
when dealing with online tourism portals. Indeed customers feel more secure about booking
with people. On the other hand, fast responses to requests and the possibility of accessing
various information sources on the Internet are important advantages of booking online.
Additionally, the personal experience of others is a valuable good and acts as a guidance for
own decisions. Above all, people enjoy the convenience of making decisions in their familiar
environment (Bogdanovych et al., 2006).
Tourism products cannot be observed or manipulated through direct experience prior to
purchase - they are "confidence goods". An a priori assessment of product quality is virtually impossible. Hence, customers need to rely on indirect or virtual experience when making
their decisions (Liu, 2005). Consequently, appealing presentations of products, e.g. travel
destinations, have always been an important factor for success in tourism. Traditional media used by travel agents are quite effective in creating illustrated catalogues that provide
1http://thorntree.lonelyplanet.com/
2http://www.virtualtourist.com/
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potential customers with a significant amount of information and useful tips jazzed up with
highly aesthetic photos, maps and much more.
In a nutshell, we consider sophisticated visualization of tourism products, the consulting role of travel agents, the social interaction and information exchange between travelers,
as well as the information richness of the Internet as being the key features for successful
e-Business in tourism.
We are currently developing a system that embraces all of these
diverse issues. In particular, we describe the application of 3D Electronic Institutions to
t he tourism domain that embeds human support for online inquiries and offers customers
an innovative visualization of tourism products. 3D Electronic Institutions are multi-agent
environments where participants communicate via a predefined language and adhere to institutional rules (Bogdanovych et al., 2005). A 3D game engine is used for sophisticated
visualization of 3D Electronic Institutions allowing humans to interact with the environment.
Our 3D e-Tourism environment "itchy feet" provides an integrated, game-like e-Business
application where customers are impersonated as avatars equipped with the possibility to
interact with their surroundings in a variety of ways. They can perform commercial transactions such as booking a trip, or get advice from travel agents that are impersonated as staff
of the virtual office. Potential customers, henceforth referred to as e- Tourists, can gather
multimedia information and experience a three-dimensional
representation of the destination they intend to travel to. The following scenario illustrates the vision of our e-Tourism
environment.
A Travel Agency and an independent Travel Advisory Service constitute the e-Tourism
environment and are visualized in terms of a 3D virtual world. Both, the Travel
Agency and the Travel Advisory Service are located inside a building of the virtual
world and designed similar to their real world counterparts: offices, furniture such as
counters or chairs, decoration, etc.

Elaine, member of the tourism community and potential customer, becomes an eTourist and is visualized as an avatar when joining the virtual world. Straight away
she starts exploring the environment by walking through the building and sees a
number of other participants in the virtual world. At this stage, Elaine can choose
between entering the Travel Agency, visiting the office of the Travel Advisory Service
or engage in a conversation with one of the various other e-Tourists. Since Elaine
had requested her software agent to gather information on potential destinations, she
already has a pretty good idea of where she wants to spent her next vacation. She
enters the Travel Agency. Immediately, Fiona, one of the keen travel agents, cordially
greets Elaine and engages her in a conversation. In course of their conversation Fiona
learns about Elaine's wishes and preferences. At certain points of the conversation,
the travel agent suggests accommodations to Elaine and adapts recommendations
according to her feedback. Elaine shows interest in a particular offer. Fiona encourages Elaine to make a virtual trip and visit her destination as well as her potential
accommodation.

She is teleported to a 3D representation
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of this accommodation

and sees the featured scenic views and facilities such as heated spa and sauna. The
3D visualization conveys a natural and realistic impression that has finally convinced
Elaine to book the suggested offer. After Elaine has paid, she leaves the Travel
Agency and exits the e-Tourism environment.
At about the same time, Sebastien, a backpacker currently traveling Bali and not
completely sure regarding the visit of a particular destination, drops by a local Internet Cafe. He joins the virtual world and becomes an e-Tourist in order to clarify
his questions and concerns. Embodied as an avatar, Sebastien navigates through
the virtual world passing by the Travel Agency heading towards the Travel Advisory
Service. He steps through the entrance and finds himself surrounded by numerous
other avatars, some gathered together in small groups others involved in dialogues.
The environment offers him the possibility to communicate with other e-Tourists,
talk to professional travel advisors or to chat with an independent travel advisor.
Sebastien approaches Seamus, one of the professional travel advisors. Seamus greets
Sebastien and offers his assistance. Since Sebastien is concerned about controversial
safety statements regarding his intended travel destination, he asks Seamus to clarify
the situation.
During their discourse, the travel advisor supports his explanations
with current news articles and video streams which helps Sebastien to get a clear
impression of the actual situation. Gratefully, he leaves the travel advisor and strolls
through the Travel Advisory Service where he eavesdrops a conversation between two
other visitors. By chance, these two visitors were recently touring Bali. Sebastien
joins their conversation and enjoys an interesting discussion. However, meeting these
particular e-Tourists was not as incidentally as it might seem. Keywords used during
dialogue with the professional travel advisor were analyzed in order to
adapt the environment to his interests.

Sebastien's

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide a review of
related work. The design of the e-Tourism environment and its technological foundations
are outlined in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we present "itchy feet'), a prototype of a 3D
e-Tourism environment that allows interaction between humans and agents in a 3D virtual
world. Section 5 provides an outlook on long term goals. Finally, we draw some conclusions
in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Nowadays individuals are the product of a particularly mobile and entrepreneurial society.
As a result, individuals are socially constituted and socially situated in everyday business
activities. Preece and Maloney-Krichmar (2003) criticize that the satisfaction of social needs,
despite its great importance, is widely neglected in contemporary interactive systems. A
truly feasible e-Business system that supports business activities can hardly be obtained
without taking care of the social issues behind these activities (Wyckoff and Colecchia, 1999)
Some operators of e-Business systems even believe that online communities supporting social
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interactions serve the same purpose as the "sweet smell of baking cakes" does in a pastry shop.
Both evoke images of comfort, warmth, happiness and probably even trust. Most system
analysts, however, perceive such systems from a purely technical viewpoint neither bearing
in mind the social norms that companies and consumers comply with nor acknowledging the
importance of human consultancy in a decision making process.
Our particular domain of interest, tourism, is dominated by rather conservative approaches in user-interface design that disregard these social issues. A number of online
booking platforms exist on the Internet where interaction is based on form fill-ins and selection from dropdown lists. As examples consider Tiscooer' and Brped-ia4. Still in line with this
conservative view but with the goal of providing extensive support to customers, Ricci and
Werthner (2002) developed a recommendation system for tourism, DIETORECS, that offers
various form-based ways to interact with the system. In particular, users express their needs
by choosing from a fixed set of attributes represented by radio buttons or dropdown lists.
Due to the domain diversity a multitude of attributes is available, and unfortunately, this
plethora of options results in a dramatically overloaded interface and creates confusion for
those booking trips. As a possible way to compact the interface we suggested to incorporate
natural language dialogue to access tourism information. The findings of a field trial show
that natural language interaction is accepted by the tourism community. So, the burdens
associated with traditional form-based tourism environments can be reduced (Berger et al.,
2004).
A current strand of research in e-Tourism is the delivery of content to mobile devices. This
is especially important for on-trip assistance of travelers as addressed by Nielsen (2004). A
multi-agent systems in tourism is described by Yeung et al. (1998). In this system agents are
employed to gather up-to-date information from online sources. Another focus of e-Tourism
research lies on the integration of B2B business processes rather than on the consumer. Chiu
and Leung (2005), for instance, have designed a virtual enterprise of independent tourism
service providers as a multi-agent system. An attempt to combine multi-agent systems with
3D visualization is described by Manojlovich et al. (2003). The authors propose a framework
using 3D games engines in order to visualize military simulations in a 3D virtual world.
Immersive environments such as 3D virtual worlds address the satisfaction of users' social
needs and are complemented with a realistic experience. Virtual worlds support the way
humans act and communicate in real life to a certain extent and offer an environment to
meet people. Such interfaces go beyond the form-based approaches dominating the Internet
and graphically represent the user in terms of an avatar (Damer, 1998). Users are literally
it: the Internet rather than on it. 3D virtual worlds implicitly address the issue of social
interactions since location awareness, presence, as well as direct communication are intrinsic
elements. Inspired by the success of 3D graphical user interfaces in application domains such
as computer games, Computer-Aided Design as well as medical and scientific visualization,
researchers applied this emerging technology to new domains (Jain, 2003: Swartout and van
Lent, 2003; Tsang et al., 2003). The experiences of using a computer game as an interface to
3http://www.tiscover.com/
4http://www.expedia.com/
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monitor Unix system processes are described in (Chao, 2001, 2004). In this particular case
the first-person shooter Doom is adopted. Other examples are a source code comprehension
tool (Kot et al.. 2005), an application for architectural design critique (Moloney et al.,
2003) and support for landscape visualization and environmental planning (Herwig and Paar,
2002)
Quite interestingly, the borderline between virtual and real world tends to faint in current
online games such as Second Life5 and EverQ'Uest6. In particular the buying and selling of
items for the game provide some gamers with a notable source of real income (Wallace,
2005). For EverQuest an economic study has revealed that the virtual Norraili was the 77th
richest countrv of the world in 2000, roughly equal to Russia (Castronova, 2001; Cummins,
2002).
Chittaro and Coppola (2000) propose a 3D e-Business environment featuring animated
products. which act as navigational aids and guide users through the 3D representation of the
online shop. :m product visualizations literally move around and assist users in finding the
appropriate section within the shop. An e-Business environment fostering social interactions
is described by Girgensohn and Lee (2002). It incorporates a novel, spatially-organized and
interactive site map that provides visibility of people, activities and mechanisms for social
interactions.
A vivid area of applied VR research related to tourism is cultural heritage. One interesting
representative is the virtual reconstruction of Leonardo da Vinci's "Ideal City" (Barbieri
and Paolini, 2001). Based on original sketches the city was realized as a 3D virtual world.
The main objective was to provide an immersive virtual experience of da Vinci's ideas and
concepts and to offer users the possibility to explore the city collaborativelv. Lepouras and
Vassilakis (2004) have realized a 3D virtual museum using a game engine. The focus of this
3D virtual museum was to investigate the feasibility of such technologies allowing visitors to
experience a virtual visit from their desktop computer. The effort needed for development,
the requirements for the execution environment as well as the user interaction with the
system were evaluated and assessed.
Overall, the design and development of virtual worlds has emerged as a phenomenon
shaped by the home computer user rather than by research and development activities at
universities. In general, virtual worlds are more or less unregulated environments. To exploit
the benefits of virtual worlds interfacing e-Business systems, strong methodologies for reliable
interactions need to be applied.

3

Foundations

3.1

Conceptual Design

Bricken identified the shift from a passive user role to participation
the move from interface towards inclusion, i.e. involving participants
5http://wwwsecondlife.com/
6http://eqplayers.station.sonycom/
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in the actual design,
in the design process

within the environment, and the change from visual to multimodal interaction. The development and research in distributed gaming environments as well as in computer-mediated
collaborative design identified the need of dynamic generation of virtual worlds from design
specifications. For example, Smith et al. (2003) changed static 3D virtual worlds into adaptable worlds by incorporating agents as the basis for representing the world's elements. The
emphasis, however, was placed on the software side, i.e. the society of agents, rather than on
the heterogeneous society of humans and agents. Contrary to that, we concentrate on the
latter issue and describe design considerations for our environment in order to address such
heterogeneous societies.
We consider two types of participants, namely humans and agents as shown in Figure 17.
An agent is either controlled by a human or acts autonomously. In the first case, the human
is the principal of its agent. The couple principal/agent is represented as an avatar in the
3D virtual world. However, in case of autonomously acting agents their visual representation depends on their task. In other words, a human-like representation is not necessarily
appropriate.
Human and agent cooperate in order to collaboratively achieve a certain goal. This
ranges from delegating simple tasks such as information gathering to complex ones as, for
instance, participating in an auction. However, it is envisioned to provide intelligent mechanisms to extend the interaction between humans and agents. Consider an agent providing
context-aware and location-dependent advices to the human in terms of machine augmented
intelligence comparable to augmented reality in virtual environments. The agent might learn
from its principal to make proper decisions and might assist the human in learning the rules
that apply in the environment. Additionally, a human might be advised by her agent about
the consequences of certain actions by compiling information obtained from external information sources. Behavior patterns of other participants in specific situations might be
observed in order to derive solutions for current tasks.
As Maes and Nardi (1988) point out, a system is "causally connected" to its representation when the following facts apply: Firstly, whenever the representation of a system is
changed, the system itself has to change as well. Secondly, whenever the system evolves,
its representation has to be modified in order to maintain a consistent relationship. The
middleware causally connects the multi-agent system with its visualization, cf. Figure 1.
The execution of the multi-agent system itself is represented in terms of a 3D virtual world
consisting of avatars, rooms, doors and other graphical elements. So, the causal connection
needs to materialize in two directions. Messages sent by the agent in the multi-agent system
have immediate impact on the 3D representation. Actions performed by the human in the
3D virtual world are translated to messages sent by the agent. As an example, consider
Elaine's attempt to open the door. This triggers a sequence of messages that, eventually,
results in granting or denying access to the building. These messages are symbolized as
arrows in Figure 1. Her action causes a validation check in the multi-agent system and,
consequently, its outcome is represented in terms of an open or closed door.
7The faces of Elaine and later on Sebastien in the figures are taken from a report on face morphing
et al., 2001)
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between humans, agents and avatars.

Besides ensuring the causal integrity, it is important to guarantee that participants adhere to regulations of the environment. In fact, we distinguish two security levels; the societal
and the technological level. On the societal level, we provide mechanisms to prevent malevolent behavior of participants. This includes an abuse reporting service, where offenses are
collected, analyzed and, if necessary, appropriate sanctions are being imposed. To maintain
the functionality of the environment and prevent, for instance, participants from deliberately
blocking doors, members of an executive authority will monitor the participants' behavior
and intervene if necessary. On the technological level, agents are authenticated
with the
system by means of digital certificates.
Appropriate user interface design is crucial for sophisticated human-computer
interaction, which especially applies to 3D virtual worlds. Such interfaces are designed to emulate
the way humans operate and interact in the real world. More precisely, 3D virtual worlds
aim at combining the use of space with an immersive experience in order to construct a
usable virtual representation of a particular application domain. Space and objects in space
are used to model different impressions. Proximity of things could indicate that they belong
to the same group or are of a similar type. A particular role of a participant in the virtual
world might be represented by means of a specific outfit. To address this issue we introduce
the avatar representation code that allows the perception of visual cues associated to the
roles of participants.
This representation code accommodates the preferred avatar visual8

ization including its gender, physique, outfit, gestures and other specifics. However, some
attributes cannot be personalized since they express distinct characteristics of a particular
role. Consider an example from t he tourism domain. The visualization of a travel agent is
constrained such that the avatar needs to be dressed in a specific workwear. Since an avatar
can either be controlled by a human or an agent, this aspect has to be made obvious by
means of an explicit visual cue.
Virtual worlds visualized in 3D are environments where people meet. Communication
and interaction between participants are central in these environments. Smith et al. (2003)
point out that these environments have to provide appropriate mechanisms that enable users
to communicate and encourage social interactions. Particpants, either humans or software
agents, interact via a text-based chat facility for synchronous communication. Asynchronous
communication is addressed by an Instant Messaging service.

3.2

3D Electronic Institutions

Multi-agent systems have proven to be a perfect paradigm for modeling environments that
are composed of many autonomous individuals. In order to develop complex multi-agent
systems, sophisticated methodologies supporting the entire development life cycle including
design, analysis and deployment are needed (Iglesias et al.. 1998; Jennings et al., 1998).
Methodologies that distinguish between the social (macro-level) and agent (micro-level) aspects of the system are preferable. However, considerable research efforts take an agentcentered view while ignoring social aspects of individual participants. So, most research
concentrates on the development of theories, languages and methodologies whereof t\1ADKIT8, Gaia (Wooldridge et al., 2000) and Electronic Institutions (Esteva, 2003) are prominent representatives. Note that we have chosen the methodology of Electronic Institutions
for realizing the multi-agent system of our 3D e-Tourism environment.
3D Electronic Institutions combine the two paradigms of Electronic Institutions and 3D
virtual worlds while retaining the features and advantages of both, An Electronic Institution
is an environment populated by agents that interact according to predefined conventions on
language and protocol. Furthermore, Electronic Institutions guarantee that certain norms
of behavior are enforced, This permits that agents behave autonomously and make their
decisions within the limits imposed by the set of norms of the institution (Esteva et al., 2001).
3D Electronic Institutions broaden this view and are environments that enable humans to
participate in a heterogeneous society of individuals visualized in a 3D virtual world. The
essence is to transcend the agent-centered view on Electronic Institutions, take a humancentered perspective and concentrate on the relationship between humans and agents in the
amalgamation of the two paradigms.
Basically, 3D Electronic Institutions are built according to a three-layered architecture (Bogdanovych et al., 2005). The system architecture following this framework is depicted in Figure 2. The first layer hosts the runtime environment AMELI for arbitrary
Electronic Institutions. These institutions are specified with ISLANDER (Esteva et al.,
8http://w\vw.madkit.org/
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2002), a L\lL-tike editor that verifies the institution with respect to integrity, protocol correctness, and norm correctness. Both. AJ\lELI and ISLANDER, are part of the Electronic
Inst itution Development Environment. EID EY. Al'dELI loads an inst it ut ion specification and
mediates t he interaction of agents while enforcing institutional rules and norms. To execute
an Electronic Institution, Ai\lELI is launched up-front and agents join the institution by
connecting to the runtime environment.

Inte

ace layer
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r------------

~.-'.';
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ComrTalnlcatlon Facility

•
Figure 2: The three-layered

architecture

of 3D Electronic Institutions.

The second layer contains the Causal Connection Server that causally connects the Electronic Institutions' runtime environment AMELI with the 3D virtual world at the third layer.
Note that in this exposition the terminology of Electronic Institutions is adopted. Scenes,
are activities following a structured dialogue that agents can engage in. Each participating agent adopts a specific role that determines its possible actions in a particular scene.
Transitions control the flow of agents between scenes according to their role.
An arbitrary event, e.g. a mouse click on a door handle, caused by a human leads to a
ghttp://e-institutor.iiia.csic.es/
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sequence of processing steps. Firstly, the event is caught by the user interface and transmitted
in terms of a :2-tuple <AvatarID, Event> to the Causal Connection Server. Then the event
tuple is stored in the Event Queue which is observed by the Event Monitor. As soon as the
Event Monitor notices the arrival. it translates the event by means of the Event/Message
mapping table into the corresponding message. In analogy to that, the AvatarID is mapped
onto the AgentID, this time though, by means of the AvatarID/ AgentID mapping table. A
2-tuple <AgentID, Message> is composed and stored in the Message Queue. This time
the Message Monitor detects the arrival and sends it to the corresponding agent using the
Communication Facility. Finally, the agent actually sends the message and the state of the
Electronic Institution changes. AMELI validates whether the received message adheres to
the institutional rules and generates an adequate response. Messages, however, originating
from Al'vlELI need to be reflected in the virtual world and are processed in exactly the
opposite way.
The Institution Monitor provides an interface to AMELL which allows the observation
of all messages within a single Electronic Institution. More precisely, the Causal Connection
Server is connected to a socket provided by the Institution Monitor, and collects available
messages. These messages assist in maintaining the synchronized and consistent relation
between the 3D virtual world and the Electronic Institution.
Since more than one Electronic Institution might be executed at one time, the Federation Monitor keeps track of all
Electronic Institutions.
Humans connect to the system via a graphical interface. At the same time, a message
is sent via the Causal Connection Server using the Agent Launcher that, in turn, spawns
a new agent. This agent represents the human at the Electronic Institution level. Note
that Elaine's interface corresponds to Agent 1 and Sebastien's interface is connected to
Agent 2 in Figure 2. Each agent participating in an Electronic Institution communicates
via a Governor. The Governor serves the purpose of safeguarding the institution, i.e. it
checks whether a particular message is allowed to be sent at the current state or not. Agents
that are not controlled by humans contact AMELI directly. Each agent requests access
and, if granted, communicates via a Governor as well. Consider, for example Agent 3 that
participates in the Electronic Institution. This particular agent is not controlled by a human,
i.e. it is not required to visually represent the agent for its own sake. However, if it is necessary
for humans to interact with this agent, it needs to be visualized as well. In this case, the
Causal Connection Server generates a representation based on the messages obtained via the
Institution Monitor.
The third layer of the 3D Electronic Institutions' architecture contains the User Interface.
The UI Wrapper component controls the flow of messages between the User Interface Layer
and Causal Connection Server. We refer to the next Section for the current realization of
the 3D e-Tourism environment including the user interface.
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4

The 3D e-Tourism environment "itchy feet"

The role model for our e-Tourism environment "itchy feet:' i::; the concept of Massively
Multi-User Online Role-Playing Games (l'vlMORPGs). Every day, millions of users interact, collaborate, socialize and form relationships with each other through avatars in such
online environments (Yee, :2006). We address the aspect of social interaction by providing
instrument s to interact and exchange experiences wit h other customers t hat go beyond the
possibilities of conventional text-based chat rooms. "itchy feet" offers sophisticated visualization of tourism products, integrates travel agents and enables access to the information
richness of the Internet.
We have conducted an evaluation of several commercial and non-commercial 3D game
engines whereof the Torque Came Engine by CarageCameslO turned out to be the most adequate. This particular game engine provides a comprehensive set of design and development
tools including a World Editor, a CUI Editor and a Terrain Editor, which assist perfectly
during the creation of arbitrary games executable on all major operating systems. Moreover,
it offers multi-player network code, seamless indoor/outdoor
rendering engines, state of the
art skeletal animation, drag and drop GUI creation, and a C-like scripting language. For
a smooth execution, Torque requires on the Macintosh platform a G4 processor, 128MB
RAM with an OpenGL compatible 3D graphics accelerator card. In addition to that and
unlike most commercial game engines, as part of the low cost royalty-free licensing policy, the
source code of the engine is distributed, which facilitates the creation of the ~iD e-Tourism
environment.
A simplified specification of the Electronic Institution "itchy feet" is shown in Figure 3.
It consists of five scenes represented as nodes in the graph including Entry Point and Exi:
Scenes are connected via one or more transitions.
In this particular case, "itchy feet" is
accessed via the Travelers' Lounge. The Travel Advisory Service and the Travel Agency
are connected to the Travelers' Lounge. Participants exit "itchy feet" from the Travelers'
Lounge.

Figure ~1: A simplified specification of the Electronic Institution
lOhttp://www.garagegames.com/
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"itchy feet" .

This specification is used to manually generate a floor plan of the e-Tourism environment.
see Figure 4. We have developed an algorithm to automate the floor plan generation from
Electronic Institutions' specifications (Bogdanovych and Drago, 2006). In a straightforward
approach, scenes are mapped onto rooms, transitions between scenes are represented as doors
limiting the access between scenes. Note that transitions are directed and, hence, two doors
are needed to bidirectionally connect adjacent rooms. The maximum number of participants
per scene determines the size of each room. This institution is already fully functional, i.e. all
institutional norms are imposed, agents are free to join the environment, interact and engage
in conversations.

Figure 4: Corresponding floor plan of "itchy feet" .
Based on the floor plan we modelled a 3D virtual world that constitutes the user interface
of the e-Tourism environment "itchy feet". This representation allows to integrate important
aspects of e-Tourism into a single framework. For instance, there is a designated area, the
Travel Agency, where travel agents perform business such as selling a holiday package. In
this area the actual negotiation process takes place.
The Travel Advisory Service mainly serves information gathering and visualization purposes. Agents are responsible to render this area information-rich. They access external,
disparate information sources, aggregate the collected information, and present the material as an integral part of the environment. This information material ranges from highly
reputable independent information sources of, say, the Lonely Planet type, over advertising
brochures of tour operators to sometimes perhaps questionable resources from the Internet.
Additionally, e-Tourists may travel to destinations that are represented in 3D. This may
range from Coogle Earthll type presentations to virtual tours along, say, a particular slope
in a skiing resort.
The Travelers' Lounge provides room for meeting other e-Tourists. The embodiment of eTourists as avatars in the 3D virtual world creates exceptional opportunities to involve people
in social interactions just by the fact of their presence. Being aware of someone's position
and line of sight allows observing the environmental context of each particular e-Tourist.
The presence of others creates a more open and a less formal environment where people are
more likely to engage in conversations if they perceive the social context. This may range
from discussions with other e-Tourists, exchanging information about destinations, sharing
personal travelogues and experiences, to visiting game zones or discussion groups. The goal
is to foster the growth of a community feeling among the members of "itchy feet" where a
11http://earth.google.comj
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particular person visits not onlv for travel booking but also for enjoying the interaction with
other people.
However, according to Nonnecke and Preece (2000), recent reports indicate that lurkers
make up over 90'/( of online groups. Invisibility of participants, as it is possible in most
web-based forums, is not an issue in "itchy feet". However, people may still stand around
inactively not talking to anybody. In order to lure out these lurkers and encourage active participat ion in the e-Tourism community we introduce several counteracting methods.
Firstly, a special tutorial area for newcomers and newbies, the technically challenged or the
shy, helps to get to know t he environment and to establish first social contacts. Secondly,
the level of act ive participation within the community will be monitored and, in case of long
lasting inactivity, special animators are provided by the environment. The task of these
animators is to engage passive members in conversations, ask if they need assistance, provide pointers and hints regarding their interests, and so forth. Thirdly, each participant has
the possibility to explicitly communicate her particular "quest" by attaching a visual cue
to her avatar. Pragmatically speaking, the concept of "quest" is borrowed from the area
of MMORPGs where participants may indicate, say, "Looking for work" or "Looking for
friend" by means of a textual label hovering above her avatar's head. In the context of
"itchy feet", this might range from simple statements such as "Looking for information" to
specific ones such as "Kazakhstan! visa regulations for Spaniards".
We argue, that the exchange of real-life experiences provides up-to-date information
which is more complete and more personalized than any available guidebook. This claim is
supported by the findings of the study described by Schwabe and Prestipino (2005) which
assessed the quality of information available from online travel communities compared to
commercial guidebooks. With that in mind and inspired by MMORPGs, we introduce
reward mechanisms for competent and helpful members of the community sharing their travel
experiences. Firstly, to show appreciation for their active participation and, secondly, to tie
them to the online platform in order to establish long-term customer relationships. As an
example, an e-Tourist might receive a gift for repeatedly providing informative travelogues.
The usefulness of the travelogue is assessed by other participants of the community.
Godwin (1994) suggests that online communities should provide durable records of the
history of the community members. This encourages the development of reputations, which
can be a vital source of social information and control. The participant's reputation is
influenced by the amount of helpful tips or travelogues provided. This may alter the look
of the avatar to make it visually obvious to other customers that this person is a valued
e-Tourist with expertise in, say, traveling Queensland, Australia. We are well aware that
such reputation mechanisms might be the target of manipulation. An interesting approach to
prevent exploitation is implemented in Second Life where the act of rating other participants
incurs costs.
It is important to understand that the purpose of the e-Tourism environment goes beyond
the traditional "just selling trips" business. In fact, the agent stays in contact with the
human during her travel - even at a time the human is not actively participating. It remains
proactive and collects potentially useful information based on the e-Tourist's profile. The
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agent provides tips and pointers to, e.g., local events in the travel region or sends recently
gained information. As an on-trip assistance, the information can easily be transmitted to
the traveler by means of SMS or e-mail communication and alike.
The user interface of our 3D e-Tourism environment "itchy feet" is presented in Figures 5
and 6. It is visualized in terms of a :3D representation of a building surrounded by a grassy
area. As soon as an e-Tourists enters the e-Tourism environment she is impersonated as an
avatar and positioned somewhere near the premises of "itchy feet". In this particular ease,
Figure 5 depicts the view of Elaine. The appearance of Elaine's avatar is guided by the
preferences kept in her profile. Moreover, the profile stores information on her travel likings,
special interests and maintains a history of interactions she made during previous sessions.
Elaine interacts with the environment 'via mouse and keyboard. The mouse is used to change
the viewpoint and to trigger events such as opening doors, selecting other participants, etc.
If the mouse is pointed towards an avatar, the individual's name as well as her interests are
displayed in a transparent bubble. In this case, Elaine points her mouse on Francesca and
reveals that she is interested in backpacking, skiing and traveling Asia. The lower left corner
of the interface features the interaction module, i.e. the Communicator. This module allows
to chat with other e-Tourists including agents, to obtain messages regarding the status of
the environment, e.g. number of participants, to receive news from the maintainer of the
e-Tourism environment, and to send and receive mail. Additionally, the Communicator is
used to change the appearance of the avatar. This is accomplished by clicking on the little
figure to the right of the Communicator window which opens the repository of available
avatars and accessories such as clothes, bags, headdresses or gestures.
The premises of "itchy feet" is accessed via the main entrance located beneath the "itchy
feet" sign, d. Figure 5. The interior contains different areas including a room for conducting
business such as booking trips or auctioning, an area for information gathering and information exchange, a section devoted to gaming as well as a community area, the Travelers'
Lounge as shown in Figure 6. This area enables e-Tourists to engage in conversations, talk
about experiences they made during their travel, recommend or dissuade particular tourism
destinations or just enjoy a relaxed get-together with other "travel addicts". In this particular case, Figure 6 depicts the view of Sebastien; impersonated as an avatar, on the Travelers'
Lounge. Besides Sebastien, a number of other visitors are present, some engaged in a conversation or about to join, others just waiting and observing the scene. The two video walls
in the rear of the room are visual representations of agents. In this scene, the agents deliver
information about particular travel destinations based on the requests of e-Tourists standing
in front of the video walls.

5

Outlook

The principal goal of "itchy feet" is to support the complex interaction patterns of providers
and consumers in an e-Tourism setting. In particular, these providers and consumers, either
humans or software agents, are members of a heterogeneous society cohabiting in a multiagent based :3D virtual environment. This environment provides visualization of and inter15

Figure 5: The entrance to the premises of "itchy feet".
action with tourism products, support tourism business activities and provide the grounds
for a lively tourism community that fosters social interaction and the exchange of personal
experiences. This principal goal subsumes three sub-goals:
1. Provide a 3D e-Tourism environment for providers and consumers that enables versatile
interaction between participants including the trade in tourism products.
2. Provide a ~)D e-Tourism environment that becomes a community facilitator to create and establish a lively and sustainable community involving both, providers and
consumers.
3. Provide a :3D e-Tourism environment that is information-rich and multimedia-based
offer transparent and unified access to disparate information sources.

to

As a result we will obtain an instrument that allows to examine a broad set of research
questions in the areas of e-Tourism. human-computer interaction, multi-agent systems and
online communities:
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Figure 6: The Travelers' Lounge of "itchy feet".
1. From an economic perspective, we will be able to analyze the implications of such 3D
virtual environments on "real world" tourism business. This will enable the deduction
of trends and clues as to how the markets and interests might evolve. This evolution
is not limited to the tourism business. We anticipate the participation of additional
business branches in the e-Tourism environment, such as outdoor gear retailers, with
a more or less close relationship to the core domain of tourism.
2. Since trust towards commercial transactions are integral for successful online business,
we 'will be able to examine how and to which extent the participation in a regulated
3D virtual business environment can influence this issue.
3. The innovative approach of marrying 3D gaming technology with electronic business
allows to investigate the extent to which gaming technology can elevate the interaction
with "serious" e-Commerce applications to a social, joyful and playful experience.
4. We will be able to investigate the effects of cohabitation of humans and agents forming
a mixed society in an e-Commerce setting. This will enable the investigation of completely new aspects of online communities emerging in such environments, including
17

the possibility to research social as well as business networks.
Since "itchy feet c, is a radically new approach in e-Tourism, we are well aware of the necessity to evaluate the environment. To this end, we adopt a methodology for user-centered
design and evaluation of virtual environments that comprises four phases (Gabbard et al..
1999) The first phase, i.e. the user task analysis, is about to be completed. Its purpose
is to identify a complete description of tasks, subtasks. and methods that are required to
interact wit h t he system. This ranges from the descript ion of universal tasks such as travel.
object selection and manipulation, to specialized ones such as bargaining (Bowman et al..
2001). We expect to derive important clues on the sequences, relationships and interdependencies of these tasks. This will impact the complete application development life cycle
including the usability design and evaluation. In the second phase an expert guidelines-based
eooluation will be conducted. This usability inspection aims to uncover potential usability
problems by comparing our user interaction design to a set of design guidelines specifically
for virtual environments. A handful of user interaction design experts will perform an analytical evaluation of the interface and assess "itchy feet" by determining which usability
guidelines it follows or violates. As a result we will obtain recommendations to improve the
design which will lead to a revised version of the system. The third phase, i.e. the [otmaiiue
user-centered evaluation; comprises an empirical and observational evaluation that ensures
usability of interactive systems by including users early and continually throughout the development process. Again, usability experts will be responsible to carry out this evaluation
phase which aims to improve the design by observing users performing tasks which were
identified during phase one. The third phase is carried out iteratively. In the final phase,
i.e. the summatiue comparative evaluation, an empirical assessment of our interaction design
in comparison with other interaction designs for performing the same user tasks is carried
out. This evaluation will be performed with the more or less final prototype of "itchy feet".
The purpose of this step is to statistically compare user performance with different interaction designs. To this end, a particular interaction design is defined to be better in advance
and, subsequently, it is compared to the new design. In a nutshell, this evaluation phase
can be seen as an experimental evaluation with users comparing two or more configurations
of user interface components, interaction paradigms or devices, etc. This methodology will
support the assessment and iterative improvement of the user interaction design of "itchy
feet".

6

Conclusion

Tourism has illustrated how the Internet can change the structure of an entire industry and,
in the process, create new business opportunities.
The development of more specialized
services and further consumer integration will lead to smart marketplaces integrating all
stakeholders. However, current e-Tourism applications are dominated by rather conservative
approaches in user-interface design. Considering the current success of Massively MultiUser Online Role-Playing Games on the one hand. and the growing market share of tourism
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products being bought online on the ot her hand. the combination of entertainment
and
business has the potential of creating enormous synergies for e-Tourism.
Therefore. we argue that appealing visualization of tourism products, the consulting
role of travel agents, t he social interaction and information exchange between travelers,
as well as the information richness of the Internet are t he key features for successful eBusiness in tourism With "itchy feet" we are developing a system that embraces all of these
diverse issues This e-Tourism environment follows a community-driven approach to foster a
lively society of travelers who exchange travel experiences, recommend tourism destinations
or just listen to catch some interesting gossip. Moreover. business transactions such as
booking a trip or getting advice from human travel agents are constituent parts of this
environment. All this happens in an integrated, game-like e-Business applicat ion where each
e-Tourist is impersonated as avatar. More precisely, we applied ~)D Electronic Institutions,
a framework developed and employed in the area of multi-agent systems, to the tourism
domain. The system interface is realized by means of a :m game engine that provides 3D
visualization and enables humans to interact with the environment. We have showcased first
visual impressions of "itchy feet". This new environment opens a playground for exciting
research to examine the collaboration in heterogeneous societies comprising both humans
and agents and investigate their relationship in e-Tourism.
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presence of other people in the space, encourages social interaction? MMORPGs, for example, do not
simply rely on co-presence, but practically force players to group to pass certain obstacles,
presumably to help shy people overcome their discomfort. Also, I wonder what considerations the
authors have made for privacy and cybersecurity, especially given the fact that they claim that they
track user identification and they build trust around community response to users (which in theory
can be exploited). Literature review (Section 2) was nicely done.
Reviewer 2, The design is pretty good and the social interaction is pretty well retlected in the
prototype presented,
Reviewer 3. The prototype
acceptance of the approach

is adequately presented. The reviewer's concerns are on the
by its intended users, since no evaluation is given.

Reviewer 4. The key technologies used are identified and an overview of their integration is
provided. The case made for the technology selection is plausible. While the conceptual architecture
is considered in detail,
One issue concerns the level of detail provided. A particular case in point is that of the agents, Do the
agents exhibit a degree of intelligence or not? If not, why the agent paradigm? If yes, how does the
system use this'?
The usage scenario outlined at the start hits at the use of adaptivity. It is not clear in the description
how or if this is realised,
Issues concerning mobile devices are raised but not followed through. Do the authors see any benefit
in allowing tourists access their system from PDAs? And what are the tradeoffs?

I

Significanee
Scores:

Reviewer

+1

1

Reviewer
+2

2

Reviewer
+1

3

Managing
+1

Editor

Comments Reviewer 1. Without the evaluation component. it is hard to know if this is a cool-sounding idea that
will fail quietly, or if it is the real thing.

Reviewer 2. The work described in this paper could be pretty interested to the VR readers because
it presents a quite interesting prototype
Reviewer 3. Interesting approach, contains elements that might be used by researchers in other
fields as well (e.g. public auctions. e-commerce etc).
Reviewer 4. Paper illustrates one example of how the e-society may affect the tourist domain. The
authors might consider the implications of such systems for broad categories of service providers.
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Claritv of presentation
Reviewer

Scores:

I

+2

1
Reviewer
+2

2

Reviewer
+2

3

Managing
+2

Editor

Comments Reviewer I. The paper is over all very readable, and even the relatively technical section (3.2) was
readable. A few of the ideas seemed a little underdeveloped (e.g., the paragraph on interface
clutter/information overload on p.S). Also, the use of the word "impersonation" should probably be
changed to "embodied"-a
trivial note.
Reviewer

2. very good

Reviewer

3. A well-written paper, clearly presenting the aspects of its topics.

Reviewer

4. Style and grammar are adequate. Quality of images is satisfactorily.

I

Relevance to Virtual Realitv iournal
Scores:

Comments

Reviewer
+2

1

Reviewer
+2

2

Reviewer
+2

3

Managing
+2

Editor

-

Reviewer 1, The presentation of a mature VR design system is the paper's primary strength; this
does not corne across as a half-baked design concept at all. As a serious application of gaming
technology, especially in an area other than military simulation or e-learning, it is especially valuable.
As such it is of value to the journal, though I do wish (as noted above) more empirical evidenceeven preliminary evidence-existed
to support their expectations that users would actually use the
system in ways they expect. My concern is that people may go in and try to lurk. rather than interact,
thus undermining its potential.
Reviewer 2. As I already mentioned, I think that the work described in this paper could be pretty
interested to the VR readers because it presents a quite interesting prototype
Reviewer 3. The paper would be of interest to the journal readership in general and is definitely
relevant to the subject of the special issue, in particular.
Reviewer

4. Material described is relevant to this journal
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Paper Length
Scores:

Reviewer

1

About right
Should be
shortened
Should be
extended

I
Reviewer

2

About right
Should be
shortened
Should be
extended

Reviewer

3

About right
Should be
shortened
Should be
extended

Managing

Editor

About right
Should be shortened
Should be extended to
accommodate reviewers'
comments

Comments Reviewer I. The length is appropriate to the content.
Reviewer 2. In my opinion the paper's length is right, but I think that the final length will depend on
the editors as well as on the editorial.
Reviewer 3. Within the limits specified in the call. The introcluction could be shortened to make
some space for evaluation results.
Reviewer

4. About right for this journal

but could be extended

Please add anv further comments below:
Reviewer 1:
Describe your evaluation procedures and. if you have it yet, data.
Discuss the security context of this application.
Explain what mechanisms, besides mere co-presence. will foster interaction among users.

Reviewer 2:
Very goocl presentation and very good job, I really enjoyed while reading.
The paper could be published with no changes, I mean, in the way it is.

Reviewer 3:
A thorough evaluation of the system would be required. There exist elements are only listed in the
paper, with no further explanation, e.g. keyword match. Some technical details on the
hardware/software/network/computer
skills requirements for participating in such an environment
would be of interest too.

Reviewer 4.
- Introduction should be shortened
- In the related work section. other research relating to VR and tourism should be included. I know
some work has been done supporting virtual communities in museums for example.
- Authors should stress. probably at the end of the related research section. what is different about
"itchy Feet".
- for design, maybe some UML diagrams should be considered or perhaps GAIA for the agents.
- some eval uation of the system is strongly recommended, particularly for a journal.
- reference style should be checked.
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